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2022 didn’t offer any respite to financial markets caught up in the maelstrom of macro

and geopolitical events. With turbulence in equity markets, and vast underperformance of

thematic strategies, developments in the space might not have been high on investors’

radar in 2022. However, as investors are starting to look at thematic opportunities with

renewed interest, a retrospect of the space in 2022 offers valuable inferences. In part

one of this two part blog series, we use our analysis of the thematic landscape in

Europe in 2022 to discuss key observations that thematic investors should keep an eye on

this year.

 

1. The depth of thematic drawdowns and the speed of rebounds1. The depth of thematic drawdowns and the speed of rebounds

 

2022 has shown the level of risk associated with certain thematic investments.

Strategies that were more exposed to longer duration assets (for example: newer public

companies, companies with high growth rates and with low or negative earnings) suffered

the most amidst ongoing interest rate hikes. The worst-performing themes in the

WisdomTree Thematic Classification lost between 40%-60% in 2022.

 

With the ongoing resilience of the labour market in the United States, the US Federal

Reserve (Fed) has more flexibility to keep rates higher for longer. Consequently,

investors may keep their risk exposure low despite strong returns of risk assets in

January. However, we believe that returns we have witnessed year-to-date in January

(Figure 1), and in early February, were indicative of the potential rebound that might

happen across a range of thematic strategies when the smoke of monetary tightening and

recession fears clears. To put it into perspective, 28 themes out of 37 investable

themes in Europe within our classification beat MSCI ACWI in the first month of 2023.

 

Figure 1: January 2023 performance of the top 5 and the bottom 5 themesFigure 1: January 2023 performance of the top 5 and the bottom 5 themes

Source: WisdomTree, Morningstar, Bloomberg. All data based on WisdomTree's internal classification of thematic

funds. Performance is based on monthly returns from Morningstar. Please refer to Footnotes for the details around

the calculation of performance for a given theme.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

The strength of performance rebound across a range of thematic strategies exhibited in
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the pandemic spring of 2020, as well as during recent periods associated with higher

expectations of a potential Fed pivot (July – early August 2022 and January 2023),

suggests that strong rallies across thematics can happen extremely fast. We certainly

cannot predict when and how thematics will rebound in the future but, for long-term

investors, we believe it makes sense to evaluate entry opportunities in 2023 ahead of

the Fed pivot vs the risks of missing the subsequent rebound.

 

2. Themes exhibit rotation over time2. Themes exhibit rotation over time

 

In our Thematics Universe Paper published in April 2021 we have shown that themes tend

to rotate in performance over time vs broad equity benchmarks. This observation has also

been highlighted numerous times in our quarterly blogs. In 2022, ‘Blockchain’ and ‘Rise

of China Tech’ offered a bright example, as shown in Figure 2. A disastrous performance

of -51% for the ‘Blockchain’ theme in Q2 2022 was followed by a rebound in Q3, when

‘Blockchain’ was the only theme to post a positive return of 2.8%. Meanwhile, the ‘Rise

of China Tech’ theme was on the opposite end of the spectrum, swapping the top place by

performance in Q2 with the bottom place in Q3. In Q4 2022, both themes have rotated

again ending up on the opposite ends of the performance spectrum.

 

In our view, the rotation of themes offers not only short-term tactical opportunities

but also entry opportunities for long-term investments in thematic strategies. With a

strong start to the year across a range of thematic strategies, the ‘Blockchain’ theme

yet again topped the performance table in January, posting a 29.3% return for the month.

 

Figure 2. Quarterly performance of ‘Blockchain’ and ‘Rise of China Tech’ in 2022Figure 2. Quarterly performance of ‘Blockchain’ and ‘Rise of China Tech’ in 2022

Source: WisdomTree, Morningstar, Bloomberg. All data based on WisdomTree's internal classification of thematic

funds. Performance is based on monthly returns from Morningstar. Please refer to Footnotes for the details around

the calculation of performance for a given theme.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

3. Dispersion of returns across themes3. Dispersion of returns across themes

 

Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and open-ended funds in Europe currently represent 37

themes in the WisdomTree Thematic Classification, and the list is only growing. While we

cannot tell which themes will outperform in the long term, we can tell that, even in the

short term, themes exhibit significant dispersion. In 2022, the return differential

between the best and worst performing theme was almost 55%. Figure 3 shows the

dispersion between the best and worst theme by performance in the last 5 years. The

lowest differential was observed in 2019 at around 35%, and the highest differential was

in 2020 at around 108%.

 

In our view, dispersion of returns across themes not only shows the potential of
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thematic strategies for tactical plays, but also the diversification potential of

thematics in a broad multi-thematic portfolio that can even become the new reinvented

core. We have discussed this unconventional long-term approach alongside the other two

in our Thematics Universe Paper.

 

Figure 3. Best and worst performing themes in the WisdomTree ThematicFigure 3. Best and worst performing themes in the WisdomTree Thematic

Classification in 2018-2022Classification in 2018-2022

Source: WisdomTree, Morningstar, Bloomberg. Calculations are based on WisdomTree's internal classification of

thematic funds. Performance is based on monthly returns from Morningstar. Please refer to Footnotes for the

details around the calculation of performance for a given theme.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

4. Dispersion of returns within themes4. Dispersion of returns within themes

 

In our European thematic update, we feature a chart that plots dispersion between

returns of the funds across each theme in our classification. Over the last few years,

we noted that dispersion tends to be rather large within themes as well. In Figure 4,

the average return differential between the best and worst performing funds within each

theme in 2022 was around 26.6%, with the lowest differential of 0.07% in

‘Semiconductors’ and the highest differential of 76% in ‘Sustainable Energy Production’.

The magnitude of dispersion highlights a variety of ways in which thematic strategies

can capture a given theme.

 

As there is no such thing as a beta exposure when it comes to thematics, any allocation

to thematics is in the realm of active investing. At WisdomTree, we believe that the

best way to approach thematic investing is to select funds driven by subject matter

expertise. Expert knowledge informing the formation of a thematic portfolio can offer an

efficient way to get a comprehensive exposure to a theme tilted to pure-play

opportunities. In our view, expertise and purity are two ingredients that allow a

thematic strategy to stay focused on the theme and benefit the most from the theme’s

wider adoption, as rapid new developments are happening in the space and new companies

come to market.

 

We also have to highlight that expertise in the context of thematics is not directed at

outperforming peer strategies in every state of the market. We link the notion of

expertise closely to the notion of purity and, in 2022, we saw more pure-play stocks

across various themes being hurt much more in the global value rotation. But, in the

long term, we believe more pure-play companies stand to benefit the most from wider

adoption of the theme, and subject matter experts are better positioned to identify any

compelling opportunities in the space as the theme evolves.

 

Figure 4. Return differential between the best and worst performing funds inFigure 4. Return differential between the best and worst performing funds in

Europe within each theme in 2022Europe within each theme in 2022
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Source: WisdomTree, Morningstar, Bloomberg. Calculations are based on WisdomTree's internal classification of

thematic funds. Performance is based on monthly returns from Morningstar.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Our further observations will be summarised in the second part of this two-part blog

series, where we will look at the trends in the thematic space from the perspective of

flows and fund launches. We believe both data points serve as a barometer of investor

sentiment around thematic strategies that can be incorporated in thematic investment

decisions. Stay tuned.

 

Footnotes:Footnotes:

1. All figures are based on the WisdomTree’s internal classification of thematic funds

and WisdomTree’s calculations using the underlying data from Morningstar and Bloomberg.

2. Performance of a theme.Performance of a theme. For any given theme, we consider each month all the ETFs

and open-ended funds classified in that specific theme that have published a monthly

return for that month in Morningstar. We then calculate the average of all those monthly

returns to compute the average monthly return for that theme. So, the monthly return for

January 2020 for the theme may include 19 funds, while the February 2020 return may

comprise 21 funds (if two funds classified in that theme have been launched in the

meantime). By collating monthly returns for the theme, we get the theme's average

historical performance. Therefore, the theme's average historical performance

incorporates every ETF, and open-ended fund focused on this theme. The theme's average

historical performance is not biased towards surviving funds or successful funds. Every

fund alive in a given month is included irrespective of its future survival or success.

Investments that try to focus on multiple themes and, therefore, classified either at

Cluster or Sub-Cluster Level are not included.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ WisdomTree Quarterly Thematic Review: Seeing the glass half-full

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Artificial Intelligence UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WTAI/INTL)
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+ WisdomTree Cloud Computing UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WCLD/KLWD)

+ WisdomTree Battery Solutions UCITS ETF - USD Acc (VOLT/CHRG)

+ WisdomTree Cybersecurity UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WCBR/CYSE)

+ WisdomTree BioRevolution UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WDNA)

+ WisdomTree New Economy Real Estate UCITS ETF – USD Acc (WTRE)

+ WisdomTree Recycling Decarbonisation UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WRCY)

+ WisdomTree Global Automotive Innovators UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WCAR)

+ WisdomTree Blockchain UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WBLK)

View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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